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Passionate and powerful, David Feygin's extraordinary voice breathes youth and excitement into the

classical romantic world. 12 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs

Details: Born and raised in the suburbs of New Jersey, David Feygin has been singing since he was just

6 years old. Being the son of Russian immigrants, David was raised to appreciate the richness of

traditional classical music, (his mother being an accomplished violinist) and has developed a rich musical

palate that has allowed him to merge the past into the present. Feygin delivers a pop song or an aria with

the ease and beauty of Andrea Bocelli; the magnetism of Elvis and the edginess of Jeff Buckleyprojecting

a sound that has nicknamed him a young Caruso. As a teen, Feygin studied under the tutelage of

world-renowned composer/conductor Johannes Somary. Somary took young David under his wing and

provided top-notch technique training from a myriad of vocal coaches and teachers, with qualifications

ranging from the Manhattan School of Music, Berkeley College of Music, and the Metropolitan Opera.

Recently, the 22-year old Feygin brought the house to their feet in a performance at The Cutting Room,

one of New York Citys revered nightspots. The audience was captivated by Feygins re-imagination of

classical compositions like the Sonetto 18 and the theme from Romeo and Juliet A Time For Us His

performance, combined with his witty personality and sultry good-looks, makes him a force to be

reckoned with. Now, Letter To A Girl, his debut album, is completed. Produced by award winning,

Hungarian-born producer Miklos Malek (Celine Dion, Jennifer Lopez, Anastacia), David has had the

chance to express his own eclectic personality, by pulling together a unique sound that proves youth and

charisma still lives deep in the heart of the classical world. Feygin sings in Italian, Spanish, and Russian,

adding an international flavor to his music, supported as well with the mixing and arranging style of Malek.

The title track, Letter To A Girl is riveting, as Feygin uses the words of the brilliant but troubled Russian
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poet, Sergei Yesenin, and delivers a heartfelt performance not to be forgotten. Other great tracks include,

Untitled, an awesome recital of Neil Diamonds Love on the Rocks, as well as Dance With A Stranger,

which has already received critical acclaim throughout the dance world, and is currently being featured by

DJs across the NYC club scene. Feygins voice shines a new light on the classical contemporary genre,

as his fervent and artful renditions are like no other. David Feygin is a new and refreshing voice of

considerable merit, Green Man Review Well-sculpted classical music with a contemporary accessibility,

David Feygin is a voice of a generation, Edge Life for Cultural Creatives
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